ISC Wingsuit Flying Committee

2023 Rule Changes

General Rules

SC5, Section 1.1.2 - Definitions
(15) WINGSUIT: A garment of flexible material forming wings between a parachutist’s arms, legs and torso, creating an aerodynamic planform designed to generate forward movement through the air using only the force of gravity. The parachutist's limbs and extremities must serve as the primary frame for the wings. Secondary structural/aerodynamic components (e.g. non-flexible grippers, fins for directional stabilization) may be used. The span of any structural/aerodynamic components must not extend past the knuckle at the base of the index finger.

At the 2022 FAI World Championships, several competitors competed using wingsuits that had rigid wing tip extensions that provided a significant performance advantage. Follow the competition, during the competitors meeting, banning the use of such wing tip extensions was met with nearly unanimous support.

SC5, Section 4.1.4 - Arrival Days, Travel and Living Expenses
(4) The arrival days for officials are

• EJ and WS Judge Panel – 1 day

The WS judge panel needs to have more time to have their judges' seminar so that they are available to provide competitors with the practice jumps and other judging responsibilities, as required by the competition rules.

SC5, Section 4.6.1 - Attendance at FCEs
(2) The number of FAI Skydiving Judges, including the CJ, required at a WPC/WISC is:

WS: 8 7

With the separation of the Performance and Acrobatic tasks, the event judge of each can serve on the panel of the other, thereby allowing us to reduce the number of judges required.

Performance Rules

WS Competition Rules, Section 2.1 – General Definitions

Spherical error probable (SEP): The horizontal and vertical accuracy specifications of a PLD expressed in terms of a sphere of given radius; for example, “real-time accuracy <10 meters SEP.” SEP is the radius of a sphere centered on the measured position which includes the true position with 50% confidence.
The definition of Spherical Error Probable needed to be updated to be more accurate for usage with the new rules regarding validation window.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 3.2 – Equipment**

3.2.1 - All competitors must wear a wingsuit for all competition jumps

It was pointed out to the committee that there was no formal requirement in the competition rules for competitors to compete while wearing wingsuits – this addition addresses that.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 7.4.2**

One or more qualified individuals, supervised by the Meet Director, must observe the competitors during their descent and on opening. This observer must check for any conditions or incidents that might constitute grounds for a rejump and/or disqualification for safety reasons. A written record must be made of any unusual observations or incidents.

It was pointed out to the committee that the Meet Director might be too busy to observe competitors during their descent, so we now allow them to appoint someone. Seeing as this is a safety-related rule, we believe it should still be the Meet Director’s responsibility.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 8.5.1.2, 8.5.1.3, 8.5.1.4, 8.5.1.5, and 8.5.1.5**

Time Event **Champion**: Champion 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.

Distance Event **Champion**: Champion 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.

Speed Event **Champion**: Champion 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.

Overall **Champion**: Champion 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.

National WS Performance Flying Team **Champion**: Champion 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place, including alternate competitors.

Clarifying the titles of each task and overall awards in response to the 2023 World Championships confusion.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 2.2 – Performance Event**

Validation Window: The validation window is the part of the jump which is used to determine the accuracy of the PLD data. The validation window begins 66ft (20m) above the competition window and ends 66ft (20m) below the competition window.

Adding a validation window to be used to confirm the accuracy of the PLD data.
Ground Reference Point: The ground reference points will be determined by the Meet Director and will be published no later than the official arrival date using a detailed map or aerial photograph of the area no more than 30 days old.

Adding a publish date for reference points so that they are readily available for competitors prior to their official practice jumps.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 5.3.5 and 5.3.6**

5.3.5 The minimum exit altitude is 3200m/10,500ft Geometric Altitude. The maximum exit altitude (at the start of jump run) is 3353m/11,000ft Geometric Altitude.

5.3.5 Maximum Exit Altitude: The maximum exit altitude for a valid jump is 11,000 ft. (3353 metres) as measured by the approved competition PLD. A competitor should not exit the aircraft at a higher altitude than the maximum exit altitude. If the PLD registers an exit that is higher than the maximum exit altitude, the jump will be considered invalid and a rejump will be granted.

5.3.6 Minimum Exit Altitude: The minimum exit altitude for a valid jump is 10,500 ft. (3200 metres) as measured by the approved competition PLD. A competitor should not exit the aircraft at a lower altitude than the minimum altitude. If the PLD registers an exit that is lower than the minimum exit altitude, the competitor may choose to accept the score for the jump. The competitor must make an immediate decision and inform the Chief judge of their decision; otherwise a rejump will be granted automatically.

Adding rules to control what happens in the event that exit altitude is above maximum exit altitude or below minimum exit altitude.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 5.3.8**

The order of tasks will be determined by a random draw conducted by the Meet Director Chief Judge during the competitor briefing. This order may be changed by the Meet Director for meteorological or air traffic control reasons.

Changing who is responsible for conducting the draw from the Meet Director to Chief Judge to be more in line with the other disciplines who require draws.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 5.4.3**

Reverse order of standing shall be recalculated at the completion of the first round and may be recalculated again at the completion of the second round at the discretion of the Meet Director. This order will determine the exit order for the following tasks.
Adding clarification as to when the Meet Director is allowed to recalculate reverse order of standing.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 5.5.2**

The Designated Flight Path of each competitor using a ground reference point will be determined by the Meet Director and will be given to that competitor using a detailed map or aerial photograph of the area no more than 30 days old.

Removed due to duplication in definitions.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 5.4.3**

Within the validation window every PLD data sample must satisfy precision criteria. Every data sample must have a Spherical Error Probable value of less than 10 metres. If the accuracy requirement of the PLD data is not met then a rejump will be awarded.

Adding requirements to confirm PLD accuracy within the newly established validation window.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 5.4.3**

Competitors shall not carry additional or removable weight on their body or equipment. They must be weighed by the FAI Controller Chief Judge, or a person appointed by the FAI Controller Chief Judge at the start of the competition wearing all their normal jump equipment to establish a baseline weight. The FAI Controller Chief Judge, or a person appointed by the FAI Controller Chief Judge for the purpose, must conduct subsequent random weight checks, which may fluctuate from the baseline weight by no more than +/- 2kg before requiring an inspection. If the addition or removal of weight is detected, the result for that jump will be zero. This decision shall not be grounds for protest.

Changing the official required to perform the competitors’ weighing from the FAI Controller to the Chief Judge.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 7.1.1, 7.1.1.1, 7.1.2, and 7.1.3**

7.1.1 Scoring will be supervised by at least two FAI Wingsuit Judges.

7.1.1 Each jump shall be imported into the official scoring system by a Judge. This Judge must be an FAI Wingsuit Flying Judge.

7.1.1.1 The Technical Scoring Director may assist with the importing of performance data.

7.1.2 Each jump shall be assessed by at least 2 Judges. All Judges must be FAI Wingsuit Flying Judges.
7.1.3 FAI Wingsuit Flying Judges in Training, provided they are under the direct supervision of the Chief of Judge Training or his designee, having attended the Judge's Conference, may be used in addition to the Official Panel of Judges.

Revised the official procedure for importing and judging WS Performance

**WS Competition Rules, Section 8.4.3, 8.4.4.2, and 8.5.1.6**

8.4.3 Delegations with more than three registered performance competitors may nominate an alternate competitor for their national WS P team. This must be done before the exit order is finalized at the competitors' meeting.

8.4.3.2 If a delegation has named an alternate competitor, that competitor's scores will be included in the calculation of the team's overall score, beginning with the task following the withdrawal of the primary competitor.

8.5.1.6 National WS Performance Flying Team: Champion, 2nd, and 3rd place, including alternate competitors.

Removing alternate competitors from the National WS Performance Flying Team in order to harmonize with the way the team event is handled in Speed and CP.

**Acrobatic Rules**

**WS Competition Rules, Section 2.3 – Acrobatic Event**

Omission

1) A manoeuvre or grip is missing from the drawn sequence, or

Removing the “or grip” from the omission rule, since the grip omission is already handled in a separate rule.

**WS Competition Rules, Section 6.3.1.1 and 6.3.1.2**

6.3.1.1 If the minimum exit altitude is exceeded, a rejump will be offered.

6.3.1.1 If the PLD registers a lower exit altitude than the minimum exit altitude the team may choose to accept the score for the jump. The team must make an immediate decision and inform the Chief judge of their decision; otherwise, a rejump will be granted automatically.

6.3.1.2 For a free round, if the maximum exit altitude is exceeded, a rejump will be offered.

6.3.1.2 For a free round, if the PLD registers a higher exit altitude than the maximum exit altitude, the team may choose to accept the score for the jump. The team must make an immediate decision and inform the Chief judge of their decision; otherwise, a rejump will be granted automatically.

Adding rules to control what happens in the event that exit altitude is above maximum exit altitude or below minimum exit altitude.